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Abstract: Oil palm (Elaeis guineensis) trees are an important contributor of recent economic develop-
ment in Southeast Asia. The high product yield, and the consequent high profitability, has led to a
widespread expansion of plantations in the greater region. However, oil palms are susceptible to
diseases that can have a detrimental effect. In this study we use hyper- and multi-spectral remote
sensing to detect diseased oil palm trees in Krabi province, Thailand. Proximate spectroscopic
measurements were used to identify and discern differences in leaf spectral radiance; the results
indicate a relatively higher radiance in visible and near-infrared for the healthy leaves in comparison
to the diseased. From a total of 113 samples for which the geolocation and the hyperspectral radiance
were recorded, 59 and 54 samples were healthy and diseased oil palm trees, respectively. Moreover, a
WorldView-2 satellite image was used to investigate the usability of traditional vegetation indices
and subsequently detecting diseased oil palm trees. The results show that the overall maximum
likelihood classification accuracy is 85.98%, the Kappa coefficient 0.71 and the producer’s accuracy
for healthy and diseased oil palm trees 83.33 and 78.95, respectively. We conclude that high spatial
and spectral resolutions can play a vital role in monitoring diseases in oil palm plantations.

Keywords: WorldView-2; spectroscopy; oil palm; disease; maximum likelihood classification; vegeta-
tion index

1. Introduction

Oil palm (Elaeis Guineensis Jacq.) is a plant species suitable for growth in the tropical
climate of South-East Asia and especially for the regions of southern Thailand, Malaysia
and Indonesia. They are plants that yield the highest produce per unit area when com-
pared to other cultivated oil crops [1]. They provide palm oil as the main byproduct [2],
a commodity that is valued over USD 50 billion annually [3], for edible consumption or
energy production [4]. However, oil palm trees are susceptible to diseases such as the
Ganoderma boninense (G. boninense) [5], and there are no efficient methods to manage such
infections without extensive use of chemicals, damage in the produce and consequent
economic losses [6–8]. The underlying causes of the disease may vary and can be related
to soil conditions (namely temperature and shading as described in [9]), preternatural
changes in weather [10] or even climate change [11].

In the context of disease manifestation, one major disease affecting the health of oil
palm plants is the basal stem rot (BSR), a fungal disease that occurs in oil palms in Southeast
Asia and an early detection of G. boninense infection. G. boninense infection symptoms can
be identified in the field by observing the condition of the fronds and trunk. Commonly,
BSR disease symptoms manifest in the leaves of oil palm trees and include more than two
of the youngest leaves not opening and necrosis of older leaves [12], the chlorosis of the
leaves from below and the appearance of yellow and green spots on the top of the leaves.
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These symptoms are not homogeneous throughout the vertical structure of the tree as
the photophysiology of the leaves, and consequently the exhibition in the hyperspectral
reflectance, depends on the amount of available solar radiation [13]. Other symptoms
include the chlorosis of leaves that have not unfolded yet and sometimes rot at the apex,
later on the slow growth of the tree and the beginning of rot of the roots and the stem.
There is currently no effective treatment other than relief actions which only extends the life
of the tree [14]. In the current study, we focused on detecting diseases (such as curvularia
seedling blight, crown disease, helminthosporium leaf spot, sudden wilt) in the leaves of oil
palm trees that manifest in the early stages of the disease. This is the basis for identifying
symptoms and classifying the severity of diseases of the oil palm and other plants in the
future with remote sensing.

Remote sensing has proven a valuable tool for detecting diseases and assessing dam-
age severity while precision agriculture is a technology with specific demands and chal-
lenges for the diagnosis and detection of crop diseases. Therefore, there is a need to develop
non-destructive management methods in which plant disease detection is automated for
site-specific control. The method of detection must be rapid and cover a large geographical
area, which are prerequisites satisfied by remote sensing. Generally, crop diseases cause
certain changes in the spectral reflection of plants. Therefore, spectral differences between
healthy and diseased plants can be captured from remote sensors which quantify the solar
light reflected from terrestrial objects. Various types of sensors can measure the amount of
reflected solar radiation from low to high spatial resolution, multispectral to hyperspectral
and ground-based to aircraft or even satellite-based sensors.

Several studies have been compiled that typically employed hyperspectral and mul-
tispectral remote sensing data for the discrimination between healthy and diseased oil
palm trees. For instance, ref. [15] used leaf spectroscopy to detect infected oil palm trees
while [16] in a study using airborne-derived hyperspectral indices to detect diseased oil
palms, obtained a classification accuracy of 86%. A few other studies have used hyper-
spectral data in the context of oil palm disease detection, such as [17] who used canopy
hyperspectral measurements and report a 98% confidence level in discriminating healthy
from ill trees and [18]) who used a k-nearest neighbour model on hyperspectral data on
the visible and near infrared (NIR) domain (325–1075 nm) to predict the disease with a
high average overall classification accuracy of 97%. Refs. [19,20] concluded that hyper-
spectral techniques can offer significant potential in such applications and especially in
agriculture and vegetation monitoring. Multispectral satellite data have also been used
in this context, with notable examples those of [14,21] who used, in both cases, Quickbird
satellite images to detect BSR disease on oil palms from satellite data. Last but not least,
ref. [22] used WorldView-3 imagery and machine learning to classify the severity of BSR
disease symptoms in four classes; as a solution, they proposed a methodology based on
thresholding the reflectance values of band 4 of the WorldView-3 satellite.

Another popular technique used in identifying plant diseases in remote sensing is
the construction of vegetation indices from hyperspectral or multispectral data [23–25].
Typically, popular vegetation indices are used to assess vegetation traits in agriculture
and forestry [25,26]. Most of the indices require information from the visible and NIR
spectral region. For instance, ref. [21] researched the detection of oil palm contamination
causing BSR and found low reflectivity in the NIR and higher reflectivity in the visible
regions. Ref. [27], in a study detecting oil palm trees with high spatial resolution images,
found that the Normalized Difference Index (NDI) yielded the highest metric compared to
other vegetation indices. The accuracy was approximately 90 percent detection rate when
compared with manual labeling. Nevertheless, the most popular vegetation indices are
the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and the Normalized Difference Red
Edge (NDRE). Other frequently encountered indices in the literature are the Green Blue
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (GBNDVI), Simple Ratio (SR), Green Normalized
Difference Vegetation index (GNDVI), Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) and Atmo-
spherically Resistant Vegetation Index (ARVI). Once the vegetation index is constructed, it
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can be used as an individual layer of information combining the data of several spectral
bands, which most often are the visible and NIR for the vegetation related applications.
This is especially useful in analyzing multiband data, as an alternative to considering
isolated bands or resorting to data reduction techniques such as Principal Component
Analysis (PCA).

The current study focuses on the detection of plant diseases in oil palms based on
high spatial resolution WorldView-2 satellite imagery and proximate spectroscopic data.
A field survey was conducted to identify oil palms infected by the disease and judged
against remotely sensed data. We investigated the usability of the vegetation indices by
demonstrating the discriminatory power between diseased and healthy oil palm trees. The
results from the current research can be useful for providing information to agriculturists
when evaluating the damage caused by the disease in oil palms and develop a geolocation-
based monitoring system of infection.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area is situated in Khlong Thom-Tai, Krabi province, Thailand and located
between the geographical coordinates 7.954347◦ W and 99.160417◦ N (northwest corner)
and 7.909062◦ W and 99.205856◦ N (southeast corner) as depicted in Figure 1. The climate
of southern Thailand is characterized by a rainy season (May–January). The average annual
temperature is approximately 26.8◦ Celsius and the average annual rainfall is 1622 mm;
these conditions are suitable for oil palm [28], which is the dominant plantation in the
greater area. Oil palms prefer a wet climate with consistent rainfall throughout the year,
high humidity, optimum temperature between 25◦ to 28◦ Celsius, sufficient amount of
sunlight and relative humidity of the air of at least 75 percent [28,29].
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2.2. Satellite Imagery

Very high spatial resolution (VHSR) satellite imagery has proven to be an imperative
data source in agriculture [30] and is a requirement for mapping oil palms at individual tree
level. Hence, in this study we used a WorldView-2 satellite image with 1 panchromatic and
8 multispectral bands (Table 1), spatial resolutions of 0.5 m and 2 m, respectively, 16-bits of
dynamic range and acquired at 25.8◦ off-nadir look angle on 21 March 2019 at 04:16:19. The
scene contains approximately 1% cloud coverage and a relatively clear atmosphere [31,32].

Table 1. Spectral, spatial and radiometric characteristics of the sensors onboard WorldView-2 satellite.

Band No. Band Wavelength Range (nm) Central Wavelength (nm) Spatial Resolution (m)

Panchromatic
Panchromatic 450–800 625 0.5

Multispectral
1 Coastal 397–454 425 2
2 Blue 445–517 481 2
3 Green 507–586 546 2
4 Yellow 580–629 604 2
5 Red 626–696 661 2
6 Red Edge 698–749 723 2
7 Near-IR1 765–899 832 2
8 Near-IR2 857–1039 948 2

2.3. Field Data

A field survey was undertaken between 19 and 21 April 2019. Two sample plots
were identified (Area 1 and Area 2 as in Figure 1), which belong to the same geographical
area; nevertheless, they are separate and inherit different structural characteristics; in
Area 1, the age of the trees was 12 years while in Area 2, it was 15 years at the time
of the survey. Moreover, their spectral characteristics differ as the proportion of the
healthy and diseased oil palm trees and the distance between trees is different in the
two plots; consequently, it is anticipated that the spectral characteristics as recorded from
nadir-looking sensors such as satellites, will differ. Therefore, these two sample plots
represent different plantation structures within the same geographical area and underpin
the robustness of the methodology.

The geolocation of the trees was recorded with a Global Positioning System (GPS)
device (Figure 2) and the health status of each oil palm was evaluated by an arborist on
site. A diseased tree was identified as such if there were signs of health deterioration,
disregarding the actual cause. A systematic sampling methodology was followed by
selecting all adjacent trees in the predefined regions of interest for each sample plot as
depicted in Figure 1. Water palm samples could not be obtained. In total, 113 samples were
collected, out of which 74 samples in the Area 1 and 39 samples in the Area 2. A subset
of 70 samples was used as training data for classification and 43 samples were used as
validation data. It is worth noting at this point that the motivation for this survey was the
receipt of farmers’ inquiries regarding the pathogenesis of oil palm trees that affected their
crops in the greater area. In general, manifestation of the disease usually occurs throughout
the season for several consecutive months to the changing climate [29].

2.4. Spectroscopic Data

Hyperspectral reflectance measurements were acquired at the sample locations us-
ing a FieldSpec HandHeld spectroradiometer which records radiation intensity in the
325–1075 nm spectral range, an accuracy of ± 1 nm and a spectral resolution of <3 nm
at 700 nm [33]. The integration time for each measurement was 544 ms and the distance
between the hyperspectral device and each leaf sample was 30 cm. The latter distance
between the device and each leaf sample depends primarily on the field-of-view of the
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device. Ideally, a tradeoff is found where the distance is long enough to cover a large part
of the leaf and avoid shadows and short enough to avoid inclusion of surrounding objects;
this allows for pure leaf spectral measurements. The data were collected under clear sky
conditions between 13:00 and 16:00 local time between 19 and 21 April 2019. A total of 113
samples were recorded, 54 spectra of diseased and 59 spectra of healthy oil palm trees.
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Figure 2. Canopy and leaf samples of a diseased oil palm tree (generalized symptoms independent
of the disease) (upper insets) (A,B) and healthy oil palm tree (i.e., no foliar symptoms) (lower insets)
(C,D). Photo credit: Rachane Malinee.

2.5. Methodology
2.5.1. Radiometric Correction

Relative radiometric correction is a key step in producing high-quality information
and is an indispensable processing procedure for improving the quality of high-resolution
optical satellite imagery. The multispectral pixels of the WorldView image were delivered
in radiance and through the radiometric correction they were converted to reflectance.
The Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH), an atmo-
spheric correction module of the ENVI software [34] was used for this purpose. FLAASH
is a first-principles atmospheric correction software and a modified version of the MOD-
TRAN4 radiation transfer code and caters to wavelengths in the visible through NIR and
shortwave infrared spectral regions.
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2.5.2. Geometric Correction

The next step of the pre-processing was to eliminate potential geometry distortions.
The terrain correction processing geocoded the image based on a topographic map L7017
with scale 1:50,000 provided by the Royal Thai Survey Department, and projected it into
map coordinates. The method of Doppler Range Terrain Correction (DRTC) was used
to eliminate geometry distortion. This process produced data with pixel size of 2 × 2 m
and projected map based on the datum WGS-1984 and the Universal Transverse Mercator
(UTM) projection system on 47 N Zone.

2.5.3. Vegetation Indices

Popular vegetation indices were extracted from the multispectral bands of visible and
NIR [15,35]. The empirical vegetation indices were calculated according to the equations in
Table 2 [21,36,37]. In order to assess the accuracy of various indices, the classification results
were compared with the ground survey data [15]. Moreover, the values of the pixels for each
vegetation index encompassing the sampled palm oil trees was extracted and the statistical
distribution of the healthy and diseased categories was investigated. All 113 samples from
Areas 1 and 2 were taken into account cumulatively for each vegetation index.

Table 2. The empirical vegetation indices used in this study and their mathematical formulas. Blue (445–517 nm), Green
(507–586 nm), Red (626–696 nm), Red Edge (698–749 nm), NIR (765–899 nm) and L is the soil background adjustment factor
with 0.5 commonly used for medium density vegetation [38,39].

Index Formula Reference

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (NIR − Red)/(NIR + Red) [40]
Simple Ratio Index (SRI) (NIR/Red) [41]

Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) (1 + L) × (NIR − Red)/(NIR + Red + L) [38]
Optimized Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (OSAVI) (1.16) × (NIR − Red)/(NIR + Red + 0.16) [42]
Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation Index (ARVI) [NIR − (2Red − Blue)]/[NIR + (2Red − Blue)] [43]

Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (GNDVI) (NIR − Green)/(NIR + Green) [44]
Green Blue Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (GBNDVI) [NIR − (Green + Red)]/[NIR + Green + Red] [36]

Normalized Difference Red Edge (NDRE) [NIR − Red edge]/[NIR + Red edge] [45]

2.5.4. Maximum Likelihood Classification

First, the multispectral image was pansharpened with the panchromatic image in
order to produce a high spatial resolution image with fine spectral resolution that can
consequently capture spectra of pure pixels of individual oil palms. In pan-sharpening, the
coarse spatial multispectral resolution band is merged with the higher spatial resolution
panchromatic band [46]. The GRAM Schmidt (GS) resolution merge algorithm was used.
The pan-sharpened product has a spatial resolution of 50 cm and the native spectral
resolution of the multispectral data. The WorldView-2 satellite pan-sharpened image was
subsequently classified on the false color composite and based on visual interpretation of
7 categories, namely rubber tree field, road, soil, water, building, healthy oil palms and
diseased oil palm. A total of 70 samples of palm oil plants were used as a representative set
for the training of the algorithm. For the rest of classes, the representative sample points
considered were 57, 27, 52, 15 and 5 for the classes of para rubber tree, road, soil, buildings
and water, respectively. The Maximum Likelihood classification algorithm was used for
the supervising classification scheme. The assignment of healthy oil palm and diseased oil
palm trees on the satellite images was defined from the ground field data. Each type of
data categories from ground field data collection was used in the calculation of statistics.
Indicative samples of true color images of representative classes are presented in Figure 3.
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tree, (B) Road, (C) Soil, (D) Building, (E) Water, (F) Non-diseased oil palm, (G) Diseased oil palm.

2.5.5. Accuracy Assessment

A comparison between the field samples and the WorldView-2 pixels was undertaken
to verify the accuracy of the plant health classification results [29,47]. The assessment of
the accuracy was based on the Confusion Matrix and Kappa Statistics (K) as in similar
studies [15,37,48,49]. The field data collected during the ground survey were considered
the actual class while the information extracted from the satellite image were the predicted
class. The pixel encompassing the geographical coordinates of each oil palm tree (as
recorded during the field campaign) was considered as the pixel value corresponding to
the center of each oil palm plant and, thus, the representative value of the earth observation
data associated to each plant. The results were reinterpreted based on the ground survey.
By assessing the accuracy for each type in the row and column of the error table, the overall
accuracy was estimated as per Equations (1) and (2) below.

Overall Accuracy =
∑k

i=1 n
n

× 100 (1)

To determine the accuracy of the information from the classification of each category,
the K was used according to the following formula.

K =
((N × d)− q)

N2 − q
(2)
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The similarities or differences of the healthy and diseased oil palm trees were judged
against the results obtained from the accuracy calculations for each image [16,37,50,51].

2.5.6. Validation

The validation was based on 43 samples, out of which 19 were associated with diseased
and 24 with healthy oil palm trees. The sample data sets of diseased and healthy oil palm
trees that have been collected during fieldwork were overlaid to the classification results
of the WorldView-2 satellite imagery in order to compare the accuracy of the supervised
classification. A total of 24 healthy oil palm trees have an accuracy of classification results
of 21 sample and 19 diseased oil palm trees had the accuracy of classification results in
14 sample, the rest 8 sample were found misclassified. The methodological workflow is
depicted in Figure 4.
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3. Results
3.1. Spectral Separability

The results from the proximate spectroscopic data showed that the two sampling
classes, namely, the diseased and healthy oil palm leaves, differed in their hyperspectral
reflection curve characteristics. Samples from healthy oil palm leaves demonstrated a
higher radiance compared to the diseased oil palm leaves across the whole visible and NIR
spectrum as depicted in Figure 5. From a total of 113 samples, 59 samples corresponded
to healthy oil palm and 54 to diseased samples as in Figure 6 after the analysis of the
ground data. The standard deviation (shaded area in Figure 5) is comparatively larger for
the diseased samples; however, not as large as to allow for confusion between the two
classes. Therefore, there is a clear separation of the two classes based solely on proximate
hyperspectral point measurements.
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3.2. Vegetation Indices

Vegetation indices are combinations of reflectance measurements that are sensitive to
the combined effects of foliage traits [52]. These indices can relate to the vigor and health
of green vegetation. The following indices were compiled to estimate the amount and
quality of photosynthetic material in vegetation: NDVI, SRI, SAVI, OSAVI, ARVI, GNDVI,
GBNDVI, NDRE [16,21,53]. The associated maps presented in Figures 7 and 8 depict the
spatial distribution of each index within each of the two oil palm plantations. The location
of individual oil palm trees is overlaid in order to evaluate the index value above the tree
judged against the surrounding environment. Several of the indices are providing similar
results, which is expected given the fact that most of the popular indices are constructed
based on a band combination of the red and NIR bands. Last, the statistical distribution
of the vegetation indices values of the pixels encompassing the palm oil trees sampled is
presented in Figure 9. The value range for SRI is from 0 to 30 [41] while for the rest of the
vegetation indices is −1 to 1 [36,38,40,42–44].
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3.3. Maximum Likelihood Classification and Accuracy Assessment

The results from the maximum likelihood classification in the study area for Areas 1
and 2 are depicted as thematic map in Figure 10. This classification provides pixel-based
spatial data [54,55]. The healthy and diseased oil palm classes of the in-situ evaluation are
also indicated with circles at the center of each oil palm canopy coverage. This allows for
the visual evaluation of the coexistence and judge against the two data sources. For the
accuracy assessment, the error matrix was used as the method for the validation of the
pixel-based supervised classification. In Table 3 the accuracy of the Maximum Likelihood
Classification is provided. The total percentage of correctly classified healthy oil palm is
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83.33%, which means that 83.33% classified as the healthy oil palm are indeed the healthy oil
palm. Similarly, 78.95% was classified as diseased oil palms are indeed diseased oil palms.
The overall accuracy of the Maximum Likelihood Classification is 85.98% and the kappa
coefficient is 0.71. The results from the comparison of the classification data are presented in
Table 3. The analysis in the pixel based spatial data was based on the characteristics of the
reflectance value for each pixel image that is evaluated during the process.
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Table 3. Error matrix of the maximum likelihood classification. Percentage comparing results of data mixing in each data
type by pixel based classification technique.

Class Road Water Building Pará
Rubber

Tree

Soil
Healthy

Oil
Palm

Diseased
Oil

Palm
Total

Accuracy

Commission
(%)

Omission
(%)

Producer’s
Accuracy

(%)

User’s
Accuracy

(%)

Road 97.44 0.39 34.66 0.00 3.45 0.00 0.00 2.38 55.97 2.56 97.44 44.03
Water 0.00 98.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.00 1.54 98.46 100

Building 1.01 1.15 61.57 0.01 2.06 0.00 0.00 1.48 32.31 38.43 61.57 67.69
Pará rubber tree 0.00 0.00 0.25 84.34 0.38 16.67 10.53 63.00 0.14 15.66 84.34 99.86

Soil 1.56 0.00 3.46 0.29 92.48 0.00 0.00 20.83 1.38 7.52 92.48 98.62
Healthy oil palm 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.16 0.06 83.33 10.53 6.10 99.98 16.67 83.33 0.02
Diseased oil palm 0.00 0.00 0.05 7.21 1.57 0.00 78.95 5.73 99.99 21.05 78.95 0.01
Overall accuracy 85.98%
Kappa coefficient 0.71 (71%)
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4. Discussion

Spectroscopy was used to analyze diseased and healthy oil palm trees conditions [56].
The clear distinction between the hyperspectral curves of the two classes is apparent in
Figure 5. This separability has also been observed in other studies using proximate hyper-
spectral data on infected oil palm leaves, such as [17,18] who report overall classification
accuracy of 98% and 97%, respectively. Diseased oil palm leaves have a relatively lower
chlorophyll content than the healthy leaves, and there is a decrease in incident solar ra-
diation absorption in the visible and NIR region [16,48,56–58]. The latter fact is normally
observed with visual evaluation of diseased tree leaves. For instance, in Figure 2 it is
apparent that the diseased oil palm leaf sample does not exhibit significant greenness and
vigor compared to its healthy counterpart, and this is the reason of the overall reduction in
the visible and NIR spectral regions. Oil palm diseases are manifested through chlorosis of
the leaves from the bottom surface and the appearance of yellow and green spots on the
top of the leaves as well as necrosis of older leaves [12], and this is the underlying reason
of the visual yellowness and the reduced reflected radiance observed.

Vegetation indices have been widely applied to high-resolution WorldView-2 satellite
images to quantify vegetation properties and especially in agricultural applications. Based
on the visual interpretation of the eight vegetation indices and associated ground truth
data, the suitability of the indices for detecting infected palms was evaluated. The satellite
vegetation indices could not discriminate among different levels compared to the spectral
reflectance measured with a spectroradiometer, the latter showing more accurate reflectance
values. This is an indication that popular vegetation indices used in remote sensing,
such as the ones derived in the current study, are not suitable for assessing oil palm tree
diseases at the spectral and spatial resolution of the WorldView-2 satellite specifications.
Vegetation indices may apply for simpler infestation problems (e.g., crops and plantations
which demonstrate stronger manifestation of diseases other than leaves chlorosis), which
obviously is not the case for the specific problem. It is obvious in Figure 6 that the spectral
characteristics of diseased and healthy oil palm trees do not differ considerably based on
visual evaluation of the natural-color representation of the WorldView-2 satellite image.
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This study is a preliminary effort to assess the potential of the WorldView-2 imagery;
however, there are still limitations with satellite images. There was also a 1-month time lag
between the acquisition of the satellite images and the field survey, which is critical in such
studies as the disease may spread rapidly; this fact may have introduced associated errors
in the accuracy assessment. Therefore, it is crucial that the field survey be conducted as
close as possible to the day of image acquisition.

With regard to the accuracy of the classification of the two classes of specific interest,
namely diseased and healthy oil palm trees, the error matrix, the omission and commission
errors as well as the producer’s and user’s accuracies were calculated and listed in Table 3.
The results of the current study conclude that the overall accuracy is 85.98% and the Kappa co-
efficient 0.71 (71%). Comparing with the results proposed in other similar studies which used
high spatial resolution satellite imagery (namely QuickBird and WorldView-2) the results pro-
posed in the current work provided detection accuracy of approximately 90%, which is slightly
higher than the results from similar past studies [27]. A study from Santoso et al. (2017) used
QuickBird imagery to classify oil palm disease and report an overall accuracy of 91%, which
is slightly higher compared to our research outcome, perhaps attributed to the fact that the
QuickBird satellite sensor has higher resolution than the Worldview-2.

It is evident that remote sensing can play a vital role in identifying diseased oil palm
trees and, therefore aid in the sustainable development of oil palm plantations. According
to our findings, hyperspectral remote sensing inherits the highest spectral resolution and
radiometric accuracy, based on which accurate information on diseases leaves can be
derived. Moreover, the high spatial resolution of WorldView-2 provides the opportunity
to map vegetation, and associated traits, at the level of individual trees and therefore is
suitable for palm oil plantations inventorying and monitoring. Nevertheless, it is worth
noting that both data sources are expensive during the data collection for the case of field
spectroscopy (time consuming for in-situ data collection) or the purchase of proprietary
VHSR satellite imagery which satisfies the spatial resolution of mapping individual trees.

5. Conclusions

The current study attempted to identify diseased trees in oil palm plantations in
Khlong Thom-Tai, Krabi province, Thailand with proximate spectroscopy and multispec-
tral WorldView-2 imagery. The main finding indicates that the pixel-based maximum
likelihood classification yielded an overall accuracy of 85.98% and Kappa coefficient of
0.71. The classification results of the pansharpened satellite WorldView-2 imagery and
popular vegetation indices indicated that separation between plants and other objects, as
well as leaves from healthy oil palm and leaves from diseased oil palm are satisfactory.
Nevertheless, the superiority of the hyperspectral information in separating vegetation
traits more accurately should be stressed, a fact that is attributed to the finer and higher
wavelength range of a spectroradiometer. In the current study, reflectance in the NIR and
red wavebands for both hyperspectral ground samples showed distinctive patterns that
can aid in detecting and identifying the infestation in the leaves of diseased oil palm trees.
The results are accurate and consistent with other field survey data [6] and confirm the pos-
sibility of using remote sensing for the detection of diseased oil palms trees. Imaging and
spectroscopy when used in tandem, can provide supplementary information to surveying
and forecasting information on diseases and pests.

It is worth noting that natural forests are often cleared to accommodate oil palm
plantations expansion and it has been evident that most of the ecosystem functions in
these areas are considerably decreased [59]. Hence, it is important to develop strategies
for monitoring plantations to avoid environmental degradation. The current study dealt
with the detection of diseased and healthy oil palm trees and has listed suitable control
methodologies that can act as a guide in the development of further measures. The usability
of hyperspectral remote sensing, despite being an already established practice in sciences,
has not yet penetrated into operational use and future adoption of spectroradiometric
measurements from practitioners could provide early warnings of such infestations. More-
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over, VHSR satellite image analysis can provide information at a large spatial extent and,
therefore, aid in the designation and monitoring of cooperatives, local and regional policies.
It is anticipated that the findings will help farm advisories to guide farmers in effective
disease management practices. Future research directions include, first, the deployment
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) in the context of VHSR mapping and, second, the
application of the methodology in larger geographic areas to benchmark the robustness of
the current approach.
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